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RE: The biggest YA release of 2018! 
 Cassandra Clare’s QUEEN OF AIR AND DARKNESS 
          
Dear Editor/ Producer: 

Cassandra Clare has over 50 million books in print and was named the Queen of Urban 
Fantasy by the Wall Street Journal. Legions of her fans both teen and adult, are eagerly 
anticipating the December 4th publication of the epic finale to the DARK ARTIFICES series: 
QUEEN OF AIR AND DARKNESS: Book Three. 

For over ten years, the Shadowhunter books have been a global YA phenomenon. Clare has 
created a complex Marvel-like Universe of young adult fiction with a massive cast. Their 
intertwined tales span time and space and readers have ardently followed the sweeping 
adventures from modern day New York and Los Angeles, to Edwardian and Victorian London, 
and to Marie Antoinette’s France. 

In the Dark Artifices Clare’s trademark blend of heart-stopping action, humor, and fraught 
romance is coupled with dark themes such as the rise of a racist oppressive regime. In Queen 
of Air and Darkness everything changes and the Shadowhunters fight a war on two fronts: 
against familiar external evils, and more chillingly, against the very institutions that were 
supposed keep them safe. Clare’s readers must grapple with the reality of a tyrannical 
government bringing the world to the brink of civil war. 

LADY MIDNIGHT: Book One and LORD OF SHADOWS: Book Two spent more than 75 weeks 
combined on the New York Times bestseller lists and the Dark Artifices series has consistently 
been #1 for both USA Today and New York Times. 
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Cassandra Clare Queen of Air and Darkness (S&S) 
Continued… 

While books and trends have come and gone, the Shadowhunter books have remained one 
of the most sustained global phenomenons in the literary world. For more than a decade each 
and every release has been a bestseller. No other YA series has been able to sustain this 
burning fever pitch. 

Clare has attracted and kept new readers for so long because she is steadfast in crafting a 
world that pays attention to the smallest details to make readers totally immersed and 
invested. She profoundly cares about her audience and making sure that a large array of 
diverse experiences are reflected. 

Pulling in audiences to rival authors with household name recognition, Clare may be the 
biggest author you have never heard of— yet! 

Thank you for your consideration; I look forward to speaking to you about coverage/ interview 
possibilities. 

All my best, 
Rhalee 
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